that i·n RHI reactions with heavy targets, some encounters lead to large numbers of emitted charged particles (up to 100) and that these emitted particles show very "hard" energy spectra, uncharacteristic of evaporated nucleons. Of especial note, has been the successful description of these light particle data by the geometric-thermodynamic "fireball" model. 2
According to this model, a group of nucleons is cut out from the overlap region of the targetand the projectile with the result that this.group of nucleons forms a 'hot'qua:siequilibrated fireball which decays as an ideal gas. In a previous work~ we have shown 3 that the target residue mass distribution from the reaction of 25. projectile-target collisions. Nevertheless, the pre-evaporation mass distributions deduced from the experimental data in this work are somewhat uncertain because of the inherent difficulties in reconstructing the initial yields of species from A=200-240 from the fission product mass distribution.
In this paper, we report the results of radiochemical measurements of the' yields of the target residues formed whem 25.2 GeV ... 
